
AP Biology is an introductory college level course focusing on the biochemical processes in living systems.  Reading assignments in the Campbell & Reece textbook Biology 
- when you get the book at the start of the new school year -  are very detailed & sophisticated.  They inherently demand a lot of attention and may be tedious for some 
of you.  Your primary job is to find a way to assimilate the information that pours out of the textbook pages.  My job will be to facilitate your understanding in the 
limited instructional time we will be sharing over the course of the year.  Registration of the AP Biology National Examination occurs in November.

Monday July 13th     GUIDANCE NOTIFICATION DEADLINE      If while doing these assignments you find the challenge of AP Biology is not what will best serve 
your needs, please contact your guidance counselor to change your schedule.  

Please complete the work below in a punctual manner. Track how long it takes you to complete each assignment & record that time on in the upper left hand corner of 
your notes.   Send all reading assignments electronically to GOOGLE CLASSROOM Advanced Placement Biology 2020-2021 by joining the class with the following code:

   gp5aiax
Due Date Assignment
Monday July 6th     Autobiography & Portrait Directions: Hand write (not word-process) an autobiography about a page long.  Give me some insight into  
your personality & character.  Do a freehand portrait (any size) of your right side of your face. Use colored pencils to shade in skin pigmentation, freckles, iris patterns and hair color.  Snail 
mail me (that means use the US Postal Service) the bio & picture at the following address (make sure your name and return address are also on the envelope):

Christopher Juhl
21d Cards Mill Road
Columbia, CT 06237

Please read The FEATHER THIEF (2018) by Kirk Johnson. You can borrow the book from your local library or, if you prefer,  you can buy a paperback 
from Amazon for under $12 (save your receipt & I will reimburse you in the fall when you return to school).  Before you read the assigned pages, listen 
to the seven act THIS AMERICAN LIFE podcast of the text:  https://www.thisamericanlife.org/654/the-feather-heist 

Then read the assigned pages within the assigned time. Then respond to the discussion questions by incorporating answers into a single essay . Write the 
chapter number & title as a heading before you answer it.  Limit your responses to no more than 250 words (one word processed page) onto the assigned 
Google classroom document.  Be precise when giving a response - exceeding word limitation will invoke a grading penalty!   Give responses that reflect 
your point-of-view on what you have read – don’t summarize, contemplate.  To make it clear, you will be sending me a total of four essay responses – one 
for each book section described below and a final overall reflection on the book.  Share your essays with me on Google classroom.  

Friday July 17th Section 1. Dead Birds & Rich Men
Friday July 24th Section 2. The Tring Heist
Friday July 31st Section 3. Truth and Consequences
Friday August 7th Overall Reflection 

NOTE: This summer assignment for AP Biology counts as four curricular assignment  grades in the first quarter.  Points will be deducted (20%) for each day late.

Advanced Placement Biology 427 Summer Pre-course Assignments 2020-2021 
Christopher Juhl – Instructor (cjuhl406@colchesterct.org)

https://www.thisamericanlife.org/654/the-feather-heist


AP Biology 427   Summer Reading Questions for The FEATHER THIEF by Kirk Johnson

Your summer reading assignment is The FEATHER THIEF by Kirk Johnson.   Discussion questions are arranged sequentially by book 
sections.  Read the book and incorporate the answers to the questions in each section into one organized, thoughtful essay.  These 
responses are due by the assigned dates and are to be shared with me using Google drive.

July 17, 2020 Section 1: Dead Birds & Rich Men 
The Feather Thief shines a spotlight on the dark, illegal underbelly of a seemingly innocent hobby: fly-tying. Why do you 
think fly-tiers are so obsessed with rare bird feathers?  Furthermore, many of the fly-tying community’s conversations and 
transactions take place online, from discussion forums to eBay to Facebook. In what ways do you think the Internet enables 
these types of obsessions? Do you think Edwin Rist would have pulled off his heist—or even attempted it in the first 
place—without the resources of the Internet?

July 24, 2020 Section 2: The Tring Heist 
Although authorities investigated the crime, Johnson chose to include the story of his own investigation, as well as the 
historical and scientific context for the feather craze, in the book.  What was his purpose?  In contrast,  Rist’s lawyer 
described the theft of the bird skins as “a very amateur burglary” (page 133), and yet Rist wasn’t caught for more than a 
year and a half. Do you think he planned his infiltration of the museum well, or did he just get lucky?  Explain your position.

July 31, 2020 Section 3: Truth and Consequences
Johnson eventually talks with the two key players in the Tring Heist, but not without resistance.  After multiple refusals, 
Edwin Rist finally agreed to speak with Johnson.  Why, in your opinion, might he have chosen to do so?  Although Rist was 
eventually caught, he was subsequently released without ever having to spend a night behind bars, thanks in large part to a 
diagnosis of Asperger’s syndrome. Based on the interview, what is your take on Rist’s medical diagnosis and legal defense? 
How did you feel about Long Nguyen’s actions, before and after the theft?

August 7, 2019 Overall Reflection 
Johnson tells us that bird populations in twenty-six states dropped by nearly half from 1883 to 1898 as a result of a 
“feather fever” taking over fashion. “Before the Hermès bag or Louboutin heel,” Johnson tells us, “the ultimate status 
indicator was a dead bird” (page 43). Can you draw any parallels with trends today, in fashion or otherwise, that are 
destructive to our environment? 


